
Images can be a powerful source of data to show what is happening in schools and describe how a parent engagement event unfolds. 
The power in images lies in their ability to provide perspectives of others, evoke emotions, convey abstract ideas and reveal shared 
human experiences. Taking photos and using them to make sense of school processes allows us to revisit and analyze perceptions of 
parent engagement. When we look at the photos later, new questions may be formed and practices or experiences understood in 
different ways. Photographs cannot stand alone as data, which is why we ask for captions to be recorded at the time of taking the 
photos or during discussions where reflective ideas can be compiled when viewing the photos. By viewing the photos in collaboration 
with your action planning team; you can bring to the tables ideas from within and beyond the photos.

Plan
1. Ask you school action planning team: What would you like to be able to say or do with photos from your parent engagement events?

2. Based on your early goals and desired actions, early considerations may include: who will take the photos, what would you like 

photographs of? How will you record captions (e.g. on a paper, using a voice app., collectively at a future meting)

3. There are also logistical considerations: who is responsible to make sure the equipment charged? Where will the photos be stored 

and who/how will they be placed there? (e.g. Is this a role an administrative support could offer? Or someone, a student with a 
passion in this area)


4. Ethical considerations. What are the requirements for using images in your school/board?

Set Up
1. On the day of – make sure you have information for participants about who is taking the photos and 

what they will be used for – this can be part of a registration or even accomplished using signs 
posted (this is known as passive consent). Consider whether you need active consent?


2. Take images as unobtrusively as possible.

Act
1. Begin by taking photos of the event set up and materials without any participants – these can be a great form of reference later.

2. Take photos during the event, try to get a mix of participants – including a range of educators, parents, students and others. Ensure 

some photos provide insight into the event without revealing the actual participants (e.g. from the back of people)

3. Save photos and transport to designated space.

Reflect and Report
1. At your next action planning session, look at the photos (consider having printed copies - black and white is fine from the computer 

printer - to work with and a colour show cycling as well)

a. Which of these photos stand out for us the most? Why? (This would allow you to select a smaller set of images to work with)

b. What do we see happening in these photos? (Compile key phrases/captions for each photo if you don’t have them already)


2. Choose one or more of the questions below to reflect on?

a. Do these photographs represent the parent engagement activity(ies) offered in our school community?

b. Can we identify what was happening in this photo and/or speak about the contribution this photo makes to our understanding 

about the parent engagement in math process?

c. Are some of these photos more relevant for understanding parent engagement in math?

d. What about these photos (individually or as a set) jumps out at us and/or what might be missing?

e. What new questions are raised by looking at the photos?


3. Consider how you will use the photos. Are these photos great for a school website. Twitter feed or newsletter? Can you use the 
photos as a way to report on participating, build community and promote future events? Will you reflect on what you accomplished 
and learned by using the photos to help construct your school story?


4. Please share a minimum 3-5 images with the Queen’s Project Team per event.
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What is the Bottom Line?

Photos matter when they are used systematically to help tell stories.


